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Sifrei Kesuvim: Song 
By Rabbi Yitzchok Schiff 

 
Grade Level: Elementary 
 
Categories:  
Enhancement 
Management 
 
Lesson Context: Guided Practice 
 
Description: 
Original lyrics set to a familiar tune listing all the Kesuvim as well as when each 
of the chameish megillos are read. A recording of the contributor singing the 
song is included. 
 
Quote from Contributor:  
“Contains good Hashkafa about the role the Nevi’im played in their time,” Rabbi 
Yizchak Schiff  
 
Application: 
This song can serve as part of a Yedios Klaliyos curriculum or as a productive 
use of classroom downtime. 
 



h�b �C
k �t �r �G �h

wv

wv

h�b �C
k �t �r �G �h

oh �cU, �F h �r �p �x rh �J
TTTO Siman Tov

'h�k �J �n 'oh �k �v �T
'oh �rh �J �v rh �J 'cIh �t
'v �fh �t ',Ur
/r �T �x �t ',�k �v«e

'k �th �b �s
'v�h �n �j �b-t �r �z�g
'oh �n�h �v h �r �c �s
These are the oh �cU, �F.

The 5 Megillos are read,
Put the “when” in your head,
Shir Hashirim is leined,
On Pesach with no bread.

Tisha B’Av we lein Eicha,
On Purim it’s Esther’s Megillah,
Koheless is read on Sukkos,
Rus when we got the Torah.

by Rabbi Schiff
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'v�h �n �j �b-t �r �z�g
'oh �n�h �v h �r �c �s
These are the oh �cU, �F.

The 5 ,Ikh �d �n are read,
Put the “when” in your head,
oh �rh �J �v rh �J is leined,
On j�x �P with no bread.

c �t �C v�g �J �T we lein v �fh �t,
On oh �rUP it’s r �T �x �t’s v�kh �d �n,
,�k �v«e is read on ,IF �x,
,Ur when we got the v �rIT.

by Rabbi Schiff


